plane with the total heat (H) and entropy (^) All these except the nozzle loss occur at the constant pressure p2. The true expansion through this stage will therefore be represented , by a line something like ABC (Fig. 4) (Fig. 4) (14) which must diverge from the tabulated values by precisely the same amounts as equation (13) . For security this was checked through by interpolation in the tables for^= 1.684, from the isopiestic p =0.505 Ib/in^up to the saturation hne.
Since equations (13) and (14) Since equation (14) or its special case (13) By comparison of equations (16) and (17) 
For isentropic expansion e = i . Hence by setting e = i in equations (22), (23), and (24) we have, along the isentropic through the starting point of the expansion line, H = N^+Z (26) where N = H,-Z, (27) and the isentropic heat-drop from the initial point at 6 = 6^to the final pressure where 6 = 6215 given by H,-H, = Zy-Z, + N(^i-^j (28) The reheat factor therefore has the value in which
Beside necessitating our working with absolute temperatures, the determination of R by equation (D) 
